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Preface 
 

This document is a very brief overview of the YAWL engine classes 
and packages.    That should sufficiently orient the reader so that 
he/she can get started.   This document is not comprehensive; it is 
not intended to be.  This document is meant to be fast and efficient, 
for both writer and reader. 
 
This document is intended for developers who are directly 
interacting with the core engine classes and packages.  The reader is 
assumed to already have some proficiency in defining a business 
process specification in YAWL. 
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Elements Package [au.edu.qut.yawl.elements] 
 
 

This package contains the elements of a yawl process model.  i.e. 
those things that a process modellers thinks about when designing a 
process, such as the Atomic Tasks,  Composite Tasks etc.  The most 
important classes are: 
 
YSpecification: objects of this class are the outer container of a 
process model.   Such an object is a process specification/model.   A 
process specification in YAWL basically contains a set of  YNets 
(process nets). 
 
YDecomposition: an abstract class sub-classed by YNet and 
YAWLServiceGateway.  This class is where input and output 
parameters are defined.   
 
YNet: an object of this class contains a set of inter-connected tasks 
(action elements) and conditions (stateful elements).  In addition to 
the parameter definitions inherited from its superclass 
(YDecomposition) YNet allows local variables to be defined.  
 
YTask: This abstract class is the superclass of the two types of 
concrete task (YAtomicTask & YCompositeTask).  This class 
contains possibly the lion's share of the business process execution 
logic.  It also contains many internal state elements (such as 
YInternalCondition). 
 
YAtomicTask: an atomic task represents an atomic unit of work 
(from the perspective of the workflow engine). 
 
YCompositeTask: a composite task represents a task that 
decomposes down to a sub-net (i.e. another YNet object). 
 
YAWLServiceGateway: in order for an atomic task to actually do 
something it needs to decompose to a YAWLServiceGateway.  
Think of this a special kind of decomposition for an atomic task.  It 
is basically used to define the input parameters and output 
parameters of the task, and it can optionally define which YAWL 
service must be invoked when its task is enabled.   
 
YCondition: a condition is like a place in Petri nets.  It is a sibling 
member to the tasks inside any net.  They typically sit between tasks, 
and store the process state 'identifiers' ('tokens' in Petri speak).  
When two tasks are directly connected together in a YAWL process 
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model (in the XML syntax), an "invisible" condition is created 
between the tasks, when the process is loaded into the engine. 
 
YFlow: objects of this class are like the arcs that join tasks to 
conditions in a process model.  They are bi-directional, meaning that 
they refer to both their preceding task/condition, and refer to their 
succeeding task/condition.  Likewise each task/condition is "aware" 
of the flows preceding it, and the flows succeeding it.  Therefore 
tasks/conditions, and their flows form up a bi-directional linked list, 
of sorts (except it's more of a graph than a list, but you get the idea). 

 
 

State Package [au.edu.qut.yawl.elements.state] 
 

This is an important package and contains classes used to store, and 
process the state of the process control flow.  Therefore state does 
not refer to the variables, and parameters of the process, but state as 
in which tasks are active, enabled etc.   Important classes include: 
 
YIdentifier: objects of this class represent the things that flow 
through the YNets indicating its process state.  If you are familiar 
with Petri nets then consider the references to objects of this class 
the tokens.   Due to the fact that composite tasks contain nets of their 
own the identifiers are capable of creating children.  The children 
pass through the subordinate nets.   This idea is fully described in a 
section of the original YAWL paper. 

 
 

Engine Package [au.edu.qut.yawl.engine] 
 

This is the package responsible for running the process, and 
continuing it.  Important classes of this package are: 
 
YEngine: this singleton is responsible for storing all of the active 
process specifications in object format.  It is also a single control 
point for all operations over running process instances, e.g. 
launching cases, starting work-items (check-out), completing work-
items (check-in), canceling cases etc.   It delegates some of these 
process instance controlling operations to some YNetRunner (see 
below) objects, however the engine stores and aggregates each 
YNetRunner instance and correlates it with the YIdentifier object 
running through it. 
 
YNetRunner: Executes its instance of YNet.  Each YNet instance is 
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essentially scheduled and controlled by YNetRunner.   
 
When an XML process specification gets loaded into the engine 
some instances of YNet get created.   Collectively, these YNet 
instances form the process template.  When a process instance (case) 
is launched, each YNet instance gets deep-cloned by the engine, and 
the copy is then wrapped by the YNetRunner - which executes it. 
 
YWorkItem: objects of this class are created when a task is 
enabled.  Their identification consists of the net based YIdentifier 
and the Task identifier.  When an enabled task is checked out a new 
workitem is spawned off from the enabled workitem.  It is not just a 
matter of changing state from “enabled” to “fired” due to the fact 
that some tasks are multi-instance.  Therefore all “fired” work items 
are children of their previously enabled parents (I used to have a 
state diagram to explain this point but it was lost). 
 
YWorkItemRepository: is a store of work-item events for the 
engine. 

 
 

Interface Package [au.qut.edu.yawl.engine.interfce] 
 

This package (called “interfce” because “interface” is a reserved 
word in Java) is responsible for providing a generic way to access 
the engine remotely.   It is currently based around the REST 
architectural style (see Roy Fielding's work or various wikis 
comparing Rest and SOAP for more information).  Important classes 
include: 
 
EngineGatewayImpl: This class is an XML oriented gateway into 
the engine component (Yawl.war).  It contains all of the methods 
that one would expect in the one class.  
 
InterfaceA_EngineBasedServer: this class extends HTTPServlet 
and provides a servlet portal into the EngineGateway.  Interface A is 
the management and administration interface (see the paper "Design 
and Implementation of the YAWL System for more information 
about interface A). 
 
InterfaceA_EnvironmentBasedClient:  this class provides a java 
API and is able to interact with the InterfaceA_EngineBasedServer 
(servlet) remotely.   
 
InterfaceB_EngineBasedServer: provides interface B functionality 
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(i.e. launching cases, workitem checkin/checkout etc.).  It too 
extends HTTPServlet and is a portal into the EngineGatewayImpl 
object. 
 
InterfaceB_EnvironmentBasedClient: provides a java API for 
remote YAWL services to effectively communicate with the engine. 
 
InterfaceB_EngineBasedClient: this class allows the engine to 
announce (or push) important events to the remote YAWL services. 
 
InterfaceB_EnvironmentBasedServer:  this class extends 
HTTPServlet and allows custom YAWL services to be able to 
receive events being pushed from the engine. 

 
 
 

  
 


